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CERTIFICATIONS

SUBSTRATE
WHAT IS ALL•MIX®?
All•Mix® literally does it all for you –
creating the optimum environment for
plants to flourish throughout the year.
This heavily pre-fertilized substrate
mixture emulates a rich outdoor soil with
a full micro active ecosystem. And it’s
been designed to have enough nutrientfuelled power to sustain lush growth for
a couple weeks, without any need to add
any extra fertilizer.

The pH and EC values
Biobizz® products only contain natural
organic elements rather than mineral salts
such as magnesium or sulfates that you
might find in synthetic fertilizers. This
gives All•Mix® a high Electrical
Conductivity (EC) value. And while its
organic elements are impossible to
measure, they do have a self-regulating
system, which helps maintain the pH
values at the correct level.

SACS

20L, 50L

SETTING

PHASE

INDOOR

GROWING

OUTDOOR

BLOOMING

APPLICATION

FUNCTION

Keep the soil slightly warm at all times – if it’s too cool, the microbial
activity slows down, which makes it more difficult for the plants
to grow. You also want to allow the soil to dry out between each
watering. Because, as the All•Mix® substrate dries out, fresh air
gets in, which helps the soil to breathe.

REGULAR
NUTRITION

Water

HOW TO USE IT

Regular watering

When using All•Mix® for the first time, moisten it with water and
leave to stand for 36 hours.

CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS
Keep out of the reach of children.
Do not swallow.
Use following the instructions.
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VOLUME

BAR CODE

KG

TYPE

(Ud) BOX

(KG) BOX

(Ud) PALLET

(KG) PALLET

20L

8718403231618

Soil

1u

5.21 Kg

120 u

625,2 Kg

50L

8718403231595

Soil

1u

13.1Kg

65 u

851,5 Kg
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